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Math 123 Exam 2 SHOW ALL WORK Nann: '-- _

1. Suppose that of the 275 books you have read, 113 were bestsellers. What is the
probability that a book you have read is a bestseller? p (~)

2. Suppose 23% ofthe students at ACME college receive financial aid. What is the probability
that a randomly chosen ACME college student is_!!Qton financial aid?
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2. Suppose you flip 3 coins. Make a tree diagram to list all the possible outcomes in terms of
heads or tails. Use your diagram to then find the probability that you will get tails on ~
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3. Of the last seven books you read, 4 were bestsellers. You choose two books at random from
this list, without replacement.

a. Find the probability that both books are bestsellers .
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b. Find the probability the neither book i .! if is a bestseller.
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c. Find the probability that at least one of the books chosen is a bestseller.
'P(cd:~d~) ~ 1- p(_~)
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4. Suppose that 6 out of every 10 ACME college students are male, whereas in the city of

Anytown, where ACME college is located, half~f all residents are male. You randomly
choose a resident of Anytown (all ACME students are considered to be residents).

/~re the events "Male" and "ACME college student" independent? Explain.
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5. As a lover of sweets, you always have one main course, one side and three desserts for
dinner. How many different meals are possible if you choose from 12 mains, 8 sides and
11 desserts? 1;;_~ Ut~ I
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6. How many distinguishable ways can you plant 5 maple trees, 6 oaks and 7 cedars in a row

along a street? III l t ~
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I .,~Lhat is the probability of being dealt a flush (5 cards of the same suit) in a five card poker
U~nd, assuming the d~ck holds 52 cards? I ,i ILnl. L(. (, I~ If. .i
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8. Classify each of the following as either a discrete or continuous random variable.

a. The number of pages in a book.
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h. The weight of a book in kilos.
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9. Suppose that 75% of AHC students have a car. You take a random sample
of seven AHC students.

a. How many of the sevenv:~d you expect to have a car?
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c. What is the probability that exactly 2 of the seven students have a car? b; Y\Oh'\ pc::l+
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b. In the right hand margin, make a probability distribution, where x = the number of students 2.. 101lSlf
in the sample who have a car. 3 •OS'?" g'.
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d. What is the probability that at most five of the seven students have a car?
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10. How many different ways are there arrange six photographs in a rowan a wall?
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11. Suppose that the mean number of worms eaten per day by a trout is 4. If you capture a
trout at random, what is the probability that it will eat 6 worms in a day? ,
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12. Supposethat 75%of AHCstudents have a car. If you keep asking random AHCstudents,
what is the probability that you will need to askat least three AHCstudents before you find
one who hasa car? ~ {ljJJ ~Y\.e.A-r ; (! d..; ~+r- ~bu.J-; 0 ~'t
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GA fund-raising lottery sells400 tickets at $1.00 each.There is one $100 prize, two $50

prizes andfour $25 prizes. let x = your possiblewinnings if you buy a single ticket. Find the
expected winnings, and use this value to explain mathematically why you should or should
not play this lottery. p 1$, 01"'1 ;, ",r::... _ It ""15
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14. There are 5000 male and 4200 female students at ACMECollege.There are 3000 students

graduating this year, 1400 of whom are female. You choose an ACMEstudent at random.
Find the probability that the student is either graduating this year or female.
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